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A

Views expressed in this newsletter,
particularly in articles that profile

nother financial year is over
and we’re about to review our
activities and performance for
2020/21 against our stated objectives
as we start our regular annual report
project.

in its structure, capacity and outlook,
it has been offset a little by some
very welcome news that helps the
organisation to remain focused on its
bigger goals, while remaining attentive
to the needs of its stakeholders.

In view of the Covid-19 pandemic and
the disruption it wrought on the world,
the cidb Board revisited all targets and
budgets for the year just past and
the current one, adjusting amounts
earmarked for projects and initiatives in
2021/22 and revising targets rendered
unrealistic by the circumstances.
While this is a disappointment for an
organisation on the brink of a new era

First was the long-awaited gazetting
of the B.U.I.L.D Fund, which will
raise much-needed funds for sector
development and transformation, two
of the core pillars of the cidb mandate.
In this issue, we introduce you to the
B.U.I.L.D Programme, our newly named
approach to standards implementation
that comprises standards to create
work opportunities, and skills for a

competent workforce, safer working
environments and a thriving industry.
The organisation you will come to
know this year is not the one you have
become accustomed to. It is one that
is creating a bold, expanded structure
where the number of staff will
treble gradually, as funding becomes
available.
There is also change at the top.
Nominations are in for the new cidb
Board to be convened during this

other industry bodies and independent
companies, do not necessarily reflect
the views of the cidb. We do, however,
see them as an opportunity to spur
constructive debate. Thus we welcome
your comments on any article in our
publication. Likewise, if you would like
us to cover a particular issue, please let
us know.
Email us on ramim@cidb.org.za
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quarter and we all eagerly await the
announcement of which captains of
construction will guide the organisation
through the next three years.
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EDITOR’S NOTE – CONTINUED...

is underway, with nomination criteria and
categories being finalised. Keep an eye on
our website for the call for nominations.
Until we meet again soon, stay well and
be careful out there.

A reconstituted National Stakeholder
Forum (NSF) is in place, having taken
over the mantle of those who served
from 2018 to 2020. While there are many
familiar faces in the 40-person Forum,
several newcomers have joined to bring
fresh perspectives to its work.
Planning for the second Empowerment
and Recognition of Women in
Construction awards, to be held in August,

Views expressed in this newsletter,
particularly in articles that profile
other industry bodies and independent
companies, do not necessarily reflect
the views of cidb. We do, however,
see them as an opportunity to spur
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your comments on any article in our
publication. Likewise, if you would like
us to cover a particular issue, please let
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B.U.I.L.D PROGRAMME TO BUILD A
STRONGER CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

T

he cidb Best Practice Project Assessment Scheme
doesn’t exactly roll easily off the tongue. It’s more
likely to have one searching the brain for the correct
word order.
Enter the B.U.I.L.D Programme, the new official identity of
the cidb Best Practice Assessment Scheme, implemented
from 1 April by the cidb with the support of the Department
of Public Works and Infrastructure (DPWI). B.U.I.L.D is the
driver of the cidb’s efforts to professionalise construction
and promote development and transformation.
The name B.U.I.L.D, explains the cidb’s official responsible
for the implementation of standards and best practices,
Ishmail Cassiem, stands for Best practice (scheme), Unity,
Implementation, Leadership and Development.
‘It represents the cidb’s commitment with its stakeholders,
to the performance and development of the industry,’ he
elaborates. ‘The name speaks decisively of collaboration to
bring about positive change to the industry. It denotes social
and economic development and a pooling of resources to
create something great.’
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‘B.U.I.L.D brings hope.
It carries a sense of
leadership, optimism,
transparency and a
feeling that there is a
better future.’
The first sod for B.U.I.L.D was turned in September 2020
when Minister Patricia de Lille gazetted the Best Practice Fee
(B.U.I.L.D Fund), and the first two of 14 proposed standards
under the B.U.I.L.D Programme – the Standard for Indirect
Targeting for Enterprise Development through Construction
Works and the Standard for Developing Skills through
Infrastructure Contracts.
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But there is more to B.U.I.L.D than standards. It embodies
much of what the cidb does, starting with the Register
of Projects, which monitors construction projects and
will record clients’ contributions to B.U.I.L.D. Core is
the B.U.I.L.D Fund, the kitty to finance development
initiatives that will be accumulated from the 0.2% fee
that clients will contribute capped at R2 million on
projects of R60 million and above. ‘Implementation
dates vary for different spheres of government and the
private sector, with the DPWI and its regions, national
government departments and public sector clients
involved in Strategic Infrastructure Projects having to
implement both gazetted standards from 1 April 2021,’
Ishmail explains.
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The Standard for Indirect Targeting for Enterprise
Development through Construction Works focuses on
the development of emerging contractors on public
sector projects through subcontracting and joint
ventures. The Standard for Developing Skills through
Infrastructure Contracts is concerned with workplace
training of interns and upskilling of company employees
in programmes that result in nationally accredited
outcomes.

B.U.I.L.D PROGRAMME TO BUILD A
STRONGER CONSTRUCTION SECTOR – CONTINUED...

with contractors across the country. ‘The response
was very positive,’ he confirms. ‘The system has
been in the making for quite some time, so clients
were keen to learn the requirements and how the
cidb will help them in the process.’
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As the system rolls out, workshops will be offered to
professional employer organisations.
Currently, the cidb is finalising a series of practice
notes, one a general overview of the B.U.I.L.D
Programme, the second guidelines for client
implementation and the third explaining the ins
and outs to contractors and professional service
providers.
‘B.U.I.L.D will certainly make a meaningful
contribution to the ambitious and sorely needed
development initiatives we have planned,’ Ishmail
concludes. ‘It’s all in our hands.’
For more information on the B.U.I.L.D Programme,
its implementation timelines, and requirements,
click here.

He and his team have just completed a series of virtual
capacity-building workshops to formally introduce clients
to the concept, its benefits and their responsibilities,
and are about to complete capacity-building workshops
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COMPLIANCE SNAG? PROCURE THE
RIGHT ADVICE EVERY TIME

N

avigating the various systems and processes keeping the
construction industry on the straight and professional
can be somewhat daunting, but help is always at hand.
It comes courtesy of two highly knowledgeable individuals
who have walked the procurement-related talk for many a
year. It is second nature to them and, with their help, it will
be to you too.
Karabo Mokone is systems administrator for the all-important
Register of Projects (RoP). What he doesn’t know about it noone needs to know.
Containing details of all state enterprises’ tenders and project
awards, the RoP is an invaluable record of reliable, up-todate information on public sector infrastructure expenditure
and a primary tool for transparency and accountability in
construction procurement.
It allows the cidb to confirm that state companies are following
the procurement rules of the cidb Standard for Uniformity in
Construction Procurement, that they are using the correct
wording and format to advertise projects, that contracts are
going to cidb-registered contractors and that contract awards
are being uploaded.
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‘The RoP also records clients’ contractor development
programmes and contribution to the Best Practice Project
Assessment Scheme, now known as B.U.I.L.D,’ Karabo
explains. ‘We will be able to track and monitor compliance
to both.’
Joined at the hip to the RoP is procurement, the intricacies
of which are the topic of cidb capacity-building sessions
across the country. The sessions create awareness of
legislative requirements, supply chain management powers
and functions, procurement documentation for construction
and engineering projects, solicitation and evaluation of
tender offers, and implementation and management
of infrastructure projects. Edward Singo is the cidb’s
procurement maestro. ‘My role entails capacitating the public
sector on construction prescripts, as well as ensuring that
we have standardised infrastructure procurement prescripts,
processes, documentation, practices and procedures,’ he
explains.
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Here, Concrete gives readers a brief insight into the men with
all the answers …

Daily, Karabo deals with login credentials, error messages,
system navigation difficulties, requests for client audit
information, registration mistakes and non-compliances.
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Patience and attentiveness are his strong suits. ‘I have learnt
to put myself in the shoes of those I am helping. I imagine
what they see on their screens and try to work with them to
resolve it. I strive to be patient and attentive, and am detail
oriented, thorough and precise, as my job requires.
‘A satisfying day is when clients have successfully advertised
their tenders and registered their projects, both issues of
national interest.’

Karabo Mokone
Karabo is a cidb stalwart, having been with the organisation
for 14 years in five capacities. He loves his current assignment,
his domain for nine years, as it combines two great interests
– procurement and technology. ‘I see my role as the anchor
between state enterprises and the cidb,’ he states. ‘I train and
support stakeholders on the RoP, protect the integrity of RoP
data and resolve technical difficulties.’

Karabo offers the following advice to contractors:
• Keep contact details current to receive the tender adverts
the cidb distributes as a value-added service.
• Maintain the cidb grading ‘active’ status not to miss out on
tender opportunities.
• Know the cidb procurement prescripts to avoid
		
disqualifications through non-compliance.
To clients:
• Comply, comply, comply – if you need help it is here.
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Daily, Edward assists clients to fathom the definitions of
construction works, the classes of construction works and
tender value limits, joint ventures, potentially emerging
enterprises and subcontracting arrangements, evaluation of
tenders and cidb vs National Treasury prescripts.
‘If I have done everything I can to help a client to improve
compliance and my knowledge of government procurement
has benefitted someone who needs guidance, the day has
been worthwhile,’ he says.
Edward’s advice to clients is to the point:

Edward Singo
‘Working together we can achieve more,’ Edward states.
A 12-year cidb veteran, Edward brought to the organisation
considerable knowledge of the workings of the public sector,
having served at Eskom and the Department of Public Works.

• Read to understand. In this way it becomes easy to apply
the prescripts leading to compliance.
• Keep up to date with legislation that governs procurement.
Both Karabo and Edward are an email away with guidance
to resolve your RoP reservations and make procurement less
perplexing.
Email them on
karabom@cidb.org.za and edwards@cidb.org.za

Now his name is synonymous with all things procurement.
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M

ick Jagger’s mother would have preferred him to
have chosen bricks over Stones. ‘She was always
unhappy about what I did,’ he has said. ‘She would
rather I do something nicer, like be a bricklayer.’
Fellow musician turned actor, Mark Wahlberg, was a
bricklayer’s apprentice before he was rapper Marky Mark.
‘...it was something that made me feel good,’ he has
commented. ‘To build a wall for the side of a building felt
really good to me.’ Bricklaying is also music to three pairs
of more feminine ears … those belonging to Marochelle
Adams, Engela Botha and Ashantè Cleophas, all from West
Coast TVET College and among the finest brick-and-mortar
buffs the fairest Cape has to offer.
The talented trio holds the distinction of being the Western
Cape’s first female bricklayers to take on the WorldSkills
challenge. Recently, they steadied their trowels in a build-off
against each other and the province’s sole male competitor.
The victor moves on to the national selections to vie for
a seat on the flight to Shanghai for WorldSkills 2022.
The cidb, as official sponsor of South Africa’s WorldSkills
bricklaying contenders, was right beside them, providing
support and mentorship as they loaded another perfectly
positioned brick onto an expertly constructed wall.
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SPIRIT LEVELS HIGH AS GALS TAKE ON GUY
Bricklaying, he points out, is a physically demanding skill that
tests those involved to the limit. The skill must be perfectly
matched by speed and accuracy to take on the world’s best
on the WorldSkills stage. The rigours don’t bother these 21
year olds, each of whom is a national certificate (vocational)
level three bricklayer.
A tough business it may be, says Marochelle, but if a man
can do it a woman can do it better. ‘Just because a man
has more muscles doesn’t mean a woman can’t compete.
We strive for and achieve much bigger things than men in
many areas.’
When Marochelle starts to build, she says, she lets all her
emotions flow into what she is creating and nothing nor
nobody else matters. Engela shares her sentiments. ‘A
woman has that extra oomph and pizzazz,’ she insists. ‘It
cannot be described … it’s in the stride of her walk and the
chuckle of her laughter.’
Engela is chuffed to be ‘slaying it’ in a male domain. She
entertained thoughts of bricklaying out of curiosity, but that
soon gave way to great affinity. ‘The moment I picked up
that trowel I knew that this was for me. I could “feel it in my
bones” so to say,’ she states.

‘As gender equity is a major part of our transformation
drive, we are thrilled at the emergence of formidable
female talent among the predominantly male faces,’ says
cidb Acting Skills Manager, Pranveer Harriparsadh.
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SPIRIT LEVELS HIGH AS GALS TAKE ON GUY – CONTINUED...

When Ashantè Cleophas starts a project, nothing can stop
her. ‘Just being in this environment brings me great joy,’
she confirms. Each of the three reacted differently to the
pressures of the competition, Engela finding the start nervewracking, while Marochelle rated it the most enjoyable part
of the process, although the jitters moved in as her wall
grew higher.

contents

She is almost poetical about the qualities of mortar, sharing
this about a phase of the recent competition. ‘When it
came to the gable, the mortar was absolutely lovely, the
best texture ever. I used the Corobrick product for the first
time then and it was so easy to place down and work with.’
Not even a badly sprained wrist during the day could sap
her enthusiasm, as she pushed on through the pain to an
admirable finish.
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Marochelle Adams

The start was the easiest part for Ashantè too, with
the spectre of the clock raising her stress levels as the
competition wore on. There being only one cutting machine
for all the contestants added to the angst, but there was
method in this, as the judges were also assessing coping
skills and resourcefulness.
All three look forward to building a successful career in their
chosen trade, which painter and sculptor Ellsworth Kelly
described thus … ‘the work of an ordinary bricklayer is more
valid than the artwork of all but a very few artists’.

Engela Botha

Marochelle’s plan is to learn more and become a qualified
artisan. After her trade test, Engela says, she will decide
where her heart lies – inspecting, constructing,
lecturing or mentoring.
Ashantè sees her future as a construction business owner
and a community role model. All three have reached
that status already in many people’s view. The last word
– profound indeed – must go to Engela, who says with
confidence that cannot be challenged: ‘A woman in the
construction trade builds not just a house but a home.’

Ashantè Cleophas
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PROVINCES PUMP UP
SERVICES PORTFOLIO
cidb service swung into nationwide top gear recently, with
the decentralisation of all provincial offices, making each
a self-sufficient operation able to offer a comprehensive
registration service to all contractors.
No longer do company owners need to wait for their
applications to be sent to the cidb head office to be assessed
and processed. This promises quicker turnaround, far
greater convenience and less time away from the important
business of building the country’s infrastructure.
It is, in the words of Gauteng and Eastern Cape Provincial
Manager, Nkosinathi Kuseni, the cidb’s latest effort to
provide an environment that minimises the administrative
and time burdens on small businesses.
‘Small, medium and micro enterprises don’t have time
for complex administrative processes or long registration
and licensing lead times,’ he explains. ‘Provincial office
capacitation is our way of making their lives easier. Our aim
is to reduce the time spent by contractors at the cidb and
increase the time spent doing business.’
The decision to turn the provinces into full-service business
centres was envisaged in the cidb organisational redesign
that has been unfolding over the last couple of years.
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When one considers that, during one week in February,
alone, 973 applications for Register of Contractors (RoC)
registration were received across the provinces, mostly in
Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and Limpopo, while the number
of contractor walk-ins reached 977, the potential for
backlogs and long lead times in processing registrations is
not difficult to imagine.
Now, says KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Manager, Perumal
Pillay: ‘We receive, create, scan, capture, verify and assess
all required supporting documents in preparation for
review, approval and activation.’
The provinces continue to offer the full spectrum of cidb
services, he adds, including business advisory and support,
contractor and enterprise development, skills development,
and client capacitation on procurement and delivery
improvement.
The provincial teams are currently growing into their
expanded duties and appointments are being made to
cope with the new portfolio of services, says Nkosinathi.
‘Assessment is an additional function. New recruits are
being trained and supervised by experienced assessors,
who monitor their outputs daily.’
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The fact that contractors do not have to travel to cidb
offices for their Grade 1 registrations has been welcomed
enthusiastically. ‘Our Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal offices
no longer accept walk-in applicants as the whole Grade
1 registration system is now online,’ Nkosinathi confirms.
‘Grade 1 registration time has been drastically reduced, in
some cases from 48 hours to fewer than 30 minutes. In
addition, grades 2 to 9 three-year renewals may be emailed
to the provincial branches.’
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There’s no downside to the new system, but firsttime registration applicants should be mindful of two
requirements – register on National Treasury’s Central
Supplier Database before applying to the cidb and don’t
arrive at the provincial office in person if seeking Grade 1
registration.
cidb Enterprise Development Manager, German Mphahlele,
adds that this will improve the efficiency of the registration
process and strengthen the Register, which is the heart of
infrastructure procurement as a risk mitigating tool and of
contractor development as a monitoring mechanism that
tracks a contractor’s progress from one grading level to the
next.
He points out that suitably qualified and experienced
managers are currently being sought for the Western Cape
and Eastern Cape offices.
‘We are fast tracking these appointments so that service
delivery is not compromised,’ he confirms. ‘Our intention
is to provide an efficient registration service with reliable
information that adds value to infrastructure service
delivery and contributes to the professionalisation of the
construction sector throughout South Africa.’
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T

he construction industry is built on tried and tested
methods and products used for aeons. The concrete
of today is not much different from that used for the
Colosseum 2 000 years ago. Axes, chisels and planes have
their origins in the bronze and iron ages, while basic cranes
were used as early as 6th century BC.
While there is no point in reinventing the wheel, or mortise
and tenon joints for that matter, the times they are
a-changing, as the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) exerts
its technological influence on every walk of life.
South African construction is often seen as slow to react to
new thinking, with its leadership unhurried in pace, strategic
decisions and flexibility, note researchers Kehinde Alade and
Abimbola Windapo of the University of Cape Town.
In a recent report, they maintain this extends to features
of construction such as its ‘project-based nature, multiple
stakeholders and professionals, and lengthy supply chain
processes’.

next

NOTES ON A REVOLUTION
cidb Director: Research and Development, Dr Ntebo
Ngozwana, adds that introducing big data to design and
modelling will reduce planning costs. ‘Currently, each new
structure is developed at great cost, which also results
in delays,’ she says. ‘Advances in materials technology
and additive technologies will introduce new building
materials to mitigate environmental impact and make sites
safer. Modularisation and prefabrication will increase the
industry’s contribution to manufacturing and enable it to
capitalise on the higher productivity of the manufacturing
industry. This will also improve the cost, time and quality
predictability of the constructed products.’
She adds that slow 4IR progress may be attributed to lack
of exposure driven by inadequate local skills and expertise.
In a country that recorded 32.5% unemployment at end2020, the prospect that, by 2022, humans will perform only
58% of all tasks is scary. Robots, according to 4IR thought
leader, Prof Tshilidzi Marwala, are more reliable than
humans, simply because they don’t get sick. But what of all
the human capital cast aside?

According to Dr Wesam Alaloul, a construction costs and
sustainability coach quoted in an article by Reon Janse
van Rensburg on the Solidarity website, the main barriers
to 4IR uptake in South Africa are the predominance of
small and medium businesses with limited capabilities, and
the prohibitive costs of implementing innovative, as-yetunproven technology.
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‘What is definitely required is reimagining our education
system to offer continuous training and reskilling,’ says Prof
Marwala. Attributes required for the digital age, he adds,
include complex problem solving, process, social, resource
management and technical skills.
The ‘Future of jobs’ suggests that 23% of South African
workers will need at least three months of reskilling to be
employable, while 29% will need up to a year.
Matthew Keogh and Prof John Smallwood of the
Department of Construction Management, Nelson Mandela
University, confirm the need to focus on people in their
paper on the role of 4IR in enhancing construction industry
performance. ‘Given the shortage of skilled labour and
the increasing shortage of young, skilled persons entering
the construction industry, the poor image of the industry
must be improved, along with investment in education and
training of managers, supervisors and workers,’ the report
notes.
4IR holds other benefits, the report continues. ‘4IR
technological advancements will contribute to creating
a healthier and safer working environment, and more
challenging careers, thereby enhancing the image of
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The World Economic Forum’s ‘Future of jobs’ 2020 report
points out that although 85 million jobs may be displaced
by 2025, 97 million new roles may emerge that are more
adapted to the new division of labour among humans,
machines and algorithms.

construction. Advancements will create demand for new
specialised roles and responsibilities, and tertiary education
institutions will have to develop a cohort of “digitalised”
graduates to drive the process.’
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NOTES ON A REVOLUTION – CONTINUED...

Prof Clinton Aigbavboa of the Department of Construction
Management and Quantity Surveying, University of
Johannesburg, mentions that with the internet of things,
data analytics and other developments that will improve the
construction and commissioning process, ‘the construction
industry must invest in skills development that will build the
capacity of a new-generation workforce’.
So much research exists on the implications of 4IR for
construction that the cidb is compiling a database of studies
on the topic and of educational programmes. Ultimately,
says Ntebo, the resource will cover 4IR technologies used
by South African designers, project managers, facilities
managers and maintenance practitioners.
‘It will create awareness of the required educational
interventions, guiding the recruitment of designated groups
to programmes that will increase employability and further
racial and gender transformation,’ she confirms.
The more authoritative information and guidance the
better, it seems, because there is no turning back. In his
latest book ‘Closing the gap’, Prof Marwala writes that
South Africa’s participation in the revolution is not optional.
‘Either we participate or as a country we are economically
obliterated, relegated to the ‘dustbin of history”,’ he writes.
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OUT WITH PHONEYS AND FAKES,
AS SACPCMP CRACKS THE WHIP

T

here’s nothing like the prospect of beating the system
to bring out the creativity of a mind light on morals,
but the South African Council for the Project and
Construction Management Professions (SACPCMP) is taking
a decisive, coded step to stamp out unethical practices.
If the latest PricewaterhouseCoopers economic crime and
fraud survey is an indication, South Africa certainly needs
such interventions. The study revealed that a whopping
60% of South African organisations claim to have been
victims of some type of fraud.
The SACPCMP’s constituency – the project and construction
management professions – is fertile ground for fraudsters
looking to evade the requirements of professional
registration. The Council certifies, registers and regulates
these professions, but recently has found it necessary to
institute measures to expose credentials cheaters and other
chancers.
Additional security features were incorporated during a
2020 update of its registration certificates, explains registrar
Butcher Matutle. ‘We’ve included a simple QR code on all
certificates that links to a live, online validation system. By
scanning the code with any mobile device, organisations can
verify not only the validity of a person’s registration status,
but whether or not the certificate submitted is fraudulent.’
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There are other ways to confirm certificate integrity, he
continues. A user-friendly guide identifies aspects of a
certificate that should be checked, including the design
and the validation period. If one checkpoint is incorrect or
seems to have been tampered with, it is flagged for further
investigation.
SACPCMP’s acting executive: stakeholder relations and
communications, Natasha van der Berg, says that although
investigation costs time and money and diverts resources
from other areas, it is money well spent. ‘We just wish it
weren’t necessary,’ she adds.
Even more costly than the financial implications is loss of
trust. ‘There is an expectation that professional organisations
should be beyond reproach and their people above board,’
Natasha points out. ‘Our members are expected to follow a
code of conduct that, along with industry codes such as the
cidb’s, ensures that ethical behaviour prevails.
‘SACPCMP professionals work very hard to safeguard their
reputations and don’t deserve to have them tarnished by a
few bad apples.’
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OUT WITH PHONEYS AND FAKES, AS SACPCMP CRACKS THE WHIP – CONTINUED...

The new security measures are expected to go a long way
to counteracting fraudulent practices, as they not only allow
stakeholders to check registration validity swiftly and easily,
but enable registered individuals to provide immediate
proof of valid registration online.
And they are also driving home awareness of the need for
those working on built environment-related projects to be
genuinely registered and offer the qualifications and track
record expected of a skilled and experienced professional.
‘We urge our stakeholders to use the guide, check
all registration certificates submitted for tenders, job
applications or projects and report fraudulent documents
to admin@sacpcmp.org.za to enable us to prosecute
offenders,’ says Butcher.

Butcher Matutle

It’s no exaggeration to say that a little time and care could
mean the difference between life and death.
For more information, visit www.sacpcmp.org.za

Natasha Van Der Berg
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